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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Live sound history, theory, technology, and craft skills with an emphasis on skill and the
technical manipulation of sound in acoustic spaces. Includes hands-on live sound
production and operations for nightclubs, theaters, large-scale concert venues, and
distributed sound systems.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Describe and analyze the equipment required for live sound event production.
B. Describe and analyze technology and skills required to engineer a live sound

event from the front-of-house (FOH), monitor position, and as systems engineer.
C. Describe and analyze the history of live sound recording and live sound

broadcast.
D. Describe and demonstrate the setup of a live sound system for public address,

recording, and broadcast.
E. Plan and organize a live sound event with appropriate equipment for size of

venue.
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F. Describe and analyze special acoustic relationships with regard to microphone
placement and sound reinforcement.

G. Troubleshoot a technical failure in the chain of equipment in a live sound system
and demonstrate methods to remedy the failure.

H. Evaluate sound systems and venues.
I. Describe and demonstrate proper use of a graphic equalizer.
J. Display professionalism and understanding of workforce protocol in

communication and behavior at live sound events.

V. CONTENTS
A. Introduction

1. History of live sound broadcast
2. Live sound equipment and electronics

a. System connections - analog and digital
b. Cables - shielding, capacitance, polarity
c. Audio snakes and mult boxes

3. Signal flow
4. Phase

B. Loudspeakers
1. Portable speaker systems
2. Small venue installations
3. Large-scale venue installations
4. Distributed speaker systems such as in restaurants, stores, malls, and airports

C. Amplification
1. Understanding basic electrical properties and simple circuits

a. Voltage
b. Current
c. Power
d. Impedance
e. Grounding

2. Noise
3. Distortion

D. Live Sound Consoles
1. FOH consoles controls and features for audience mix and amplification
2. Monitor consoles controls and features for talent mix and amplification
3. Digital mixer controls and features vs. analog mixer controls and features

E. Microphones for Sound Reinforcement and Specific Use
1. Pickup patterns and directionality
2. Microphone placement for instrument amplifiers
3. Microphones for acoustic instruments
4. Microphones for vocals
5. Wired and wireless microphones

F. Live Sound Setup - Workforce Protocol and Procedures
1. Personnel in sound reinforcement for public address

a. Front-of-House (FOH) engineer
b. Monitor engineer
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c. System Engineer
2. System planning and pre-session setup
3. Proper cable wrapping
4. Stage plots and input lists
5. Setting up microphones and proper cable runs to audio snake head end
6. Sound check

a. Fast-paced setting sound levels for all microphones
b. Setting up monitor mixes: stage wedges vs. in-ear monitors
c. Standard operating levels
d. Communicating with talent via talkback microphone
e. Analog console settings sheet for multi-band events

G. Mixing a Live Show for Public Address
1. Dynamics processors

a. Proper usage of compressor/limiters
b. Using gates

2. Time-based processors
a. Proper usage of reverb
b. Proper usage of delay

3. Managing multiple busses
a. Subgroups
b. Auxiliary sends - pre/post
c. Mainmix

4. Techniques and best practices for mixing in various acoustic spaces
H. Recording a Live Show

1. History of live sound recording
2. Split audio snakes and control input to multiple consoles
3. Analog mixers and separate digital audio interfaces
4. Digital mixers with internal computer interfaces
5. Techniques in capturing a live performance

I. Acoustics - Sound in a Space
1. Sound indoors

a. Early reflections
b. Reverberation
c. Absorption
d. Diffusion

2. Sound outdoors
a. Weather: temperature, humidity, wind
b. Delay towers

3. Using a graphic equalizer to control feedback and room nodes
J. Critical analysis

1. Operating sound system test equipment and calibration tools
a. Sound Pressure Level (SPL) meter
b. Real Time Analyzer (RTA)
c. Sound Measurement Acoustical Analysis Real Time Tool (SMAART)

2. Troubleshooting sound reinforcement installations
3. Practice of testing with equalization remedies
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VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class
a. Complete live sound equipment set-up tutorials demonstrating signal flow,

gain structure, proper cable wrapping, stage organization, and safety.
b. Practice problem-solving with PA system connections, multiple buss

assignments and use of the equalizer processor.
c. Complete tutorials on microphone placement with regard to instruments,

amplifiers, and voices on a stage with proper cable runs to snake head end.
d. Implement time-based, dynamic, and frequency-based processors and

compare different settings.
e. Work in teams to create a live sound production report (FOH, Monitors,

Recording).
f. Produce and assess a live sound recording.
g. Field trips to various indoor and outdoor venues to work with different

equipment installations including equalizing various spaces.
2. Out-of-class

a. Analyze a live sound production and write a report
b. Assigned readings of current articles from online periodicals such as Live

Sound International and ProSoundWeb that focus on live sound and event
production via Insight for tech-enhanced course.

B. Evaluation
1. Written examinations and quizzes to measure student comprehension of

lecture and assigned readings on topics such as physics of sound, signal flow,
gain structure, microphones specific to live sound usage, analog and digital
mixers, recording live sound, terminology of time-based, dynamic, and
frequency based processors, speakers, amplifiers and general principles of
sound reinforcement.

2. Instructor assessment of hands-on performance and competency in lab
assignments that include setting up a sound system, maintaining stage
organization, wrapping cables, safety and cleanliness.

3. Production projects to measure student proficiency in applying live sound
production techniques in using the multiple buss assignments and equalizers
to control sound.

4. A written research project and group presentation to assess students' ability to
use provided and suggested trade publications and online resources to find
pertinent information and synthesize information into written and presentation
form.

5. Assessment of student contribution to group production and research projects.
6. A written final exam, based on the principles and theory of live sound

broadcast and live sound recording.
C. Textbooks and other instructional materials:

1. Bill Evans, Live Sound Fundamentals, Cengage Learning PTR, 2010
2. Bill Gibson, The Ultimate Live Sound Operator's Handbook, 2nd Ed. Hal

Leonard, 2011
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3. Weekly online course module (Insight) with readings from articles in
professional trade publications such as Live Sound International
(http://livesoundint.colnL), Mix Magazine (http://www.mixonline.comJ) , and
ProSoundWeb (http://www.prosoundweb.com/)

4. Sound reinforcement equipment including 2 mixers (analog & digital), 6
speakers systems, and rack of live sound processors

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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